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Enjoy the real
outdoors with a
Sheepie® rooftop tent
Where the story of Sheepie® started?
In Western Australia!
It all started in 1999, deep in the Australian Outback, where the founders of
Sheepie® camped under harsh conditions. The equipment used did not meet
their demands and wishes at all! The rough surroundings (warm during the day
and cold at night) inspired them to develop an alternative way of camping.

Camping is one thing; going out with a rooftop tent is an entirely different experience!
Want to relax and look out over a ravine? No problem! Enough of your car ride? In no time
you can relax in your rooftop tent! No problems with bad surfaces or (too much) water

The result? Sheepie®, one of the standards in rooftop tents all over the world.

under your groundsheet. You can sleep high, dry, and comfortable on your own car.

You don’t achieve this by sitting still, but by continuous development such as

And the best part is that you can do all that on almost every regular, comfortable car.

new models, amongst other things, for recreational applications.

Sheepie® rooftop tents fit almost any car. Nowadays, the Sheepie® rooftop tent has

Sheepie®. Become part of our passion and explore like never before.

children with a rooftop tent on their passenger cars. In addition to the various models

become the standard both for the seasoned 4x4 enthusiasts and for families with
of roof tents, we also have an extensive line of accessories that make (camping) life
even more attractive.

Our products
We love camping in nature. The ultimate feeling of freedom. With the Sheepie® outdoor
collection, you will do it in style and with maximum comfort. We know which materials
are the best to use, as do our experienced customers.
Sheepie® rooftop tents are well tested. Within the Sheepie® collection, there are several
models available. The full aluminum tent frame makes Sheepie® rooftop tents the
lightest and most durable in the market.
Enjoy the maximum freedom you get with a Sheepie® roof tent. With a roof tent, you
can go and camp almost anywhere and whenever you want. Sheepie® has a roof tent for
nearly every car, whether you have a passenger car, SUV, or off-road. It is also possible
to mount our roof tents on your trailer. Sheepie® roof tents are set up in no time, and the
mattress & ladder is standard in the roof tent. Now you can turn your car into a camper.
Sheepie® has several unique models of rooftop tents. Become part of our passion and
explore like never before.

“ Looking for more adventure
than a normal campsite?”

A real eye-catcher
The roof tent fabrics are very durable, high
UV and waterproof. The Bookara has an
ultra-flat design. The airflow is specifically
designed to reduce condensation.
All openings have mosquito protection and
several storage side bags are installed.

The aluminum telescopic ladder (up to 230 cm)
provides easy access. With the Bookara rooftop
tent, you can go camping in comfort and style.

BOOKARA

The thinnest hard cover ever

Sheepie® Bookara accessories
Awning Plus

Thermo-innertent

In 2020, a new model rooftop tent is added
to the Sheepie® collection. The thinnest
hardcover ever, only 15 cm thick. If you include
the fitting rails, so measured from the roof
bars, the height is 18 cm total. The patented
roof tent construction is made from a hard
aluminum shell. This solid hardcover fits
smaller and bigger cars like stations, vans,
and SUV’s. You only have to install two load
bars, or it can be installed directly to your
existing roof rack.

Technical specifications
			Medium		Large
Sleeping capacity

2 persons

2 persons

Sleeping footprint

120 x 205 cm

140 x 205 cm

Weight (excl. ladder)

58 kg		

62 kg

For detailed information about the Sheepie® Bookara roof tent and available accessories,
visit your nearest Sheepie® dealer or go to www.sheepie.com.

Travel whenever you like
The roof tent fabrics are very durable,

high UV, and waterproof. The inner tent is
made of Polycotton, which is a lightweight
variation of regular cotton and absorbs
less moisture, which ensures the tent
to dry quicker. The Jimba Jimba airflow is
designed to reduce condensation.
The fly is made of a Poly Oxford fabric
with a Polyurethane coating;
this combination gives the tent the
ability to be water-repellent and has great
breathability at the same time.
All openings have mosquito protection,
and several storage side bags are
installed.

A great tent for a great price
The Jimba Jimba is the original Sheepie®
rooftop tent. Lightweight and attractive design.
The Jimba Jimba 2.0 is outfitted with gas
springs to automatically open the tent and
has a new ceiling with extra ventilation options.
Sheepie® is the first with the innovative gas
spring system on the European market.
The patented roof tent construction is made
from solid lightweight aluminum, and it fits
almost every car; you only have to install roof
bars, or it can be installed directly to your
existing roof rack.

The aluminum telescopic ladder (230 cm) can be
used for easy access, and sleeping on the extra
thick mattress is similar to sleeping on your bed
at home.

Sheepie® Jimba Jimba accessories
Classic awning

Awning Plus

Annex

Thermo-innertent

The Jimba Jimba 2.0 rooftop tent is
test winner in Explorer Magazine
(Germany) and in KCK-ANWB
Magazine (The Netherlands).

Also anti-condensation mats available

Technical specifications
			Medium		Large
Sleeping capacity

2 persons

2 persons

Sleeping footprint

120 x 200 cm

140 x 200 cm

Weight (excl. ladder)

39 kg		

42 kg

For detailed information about the Sheepie® Jimba Jimba roof tent and available accessories,
visit your nearest Sheepie® dealer or go to www.sheepie.com.

Camping in comfort and style
The patented tent construction is made
from solid lightweight aluminum, and
it fits almost every car. You only have
to install your carload bars, or it can be
installed directly to your existing roof rack.
The tent frame poles are positioned on the
outside of the roof tent, to create more
living space inside.
The tent fabrics are very durable, high
UV resistant, and waterproof. The Yuna
roof tent has been airflow designed to
reduce condensation. All openings have
mosquito protection and several storage
side bags are installed.

A versatile folding rooftop tent
with a large mattress

Integrated aluminum telescopic ladder (230 cm)
provides easy access. Tested under tough
circumstances.

Sheepie® Yuna accessories
Awning Plus

Annex

Thermo-innertent

The Sheepie® Yuna is an innovative rooftop
tent with a unique design, your room with a
magnificent view. It is easy to open and close
your roof tent, remove the cover, extend
the ladder, and open the roof tent in one
movement. The Yuna is available in four

Also anti-condensation mats available

Technical specifications

different sizes; Mini, 140, 160 and Family. The

Mini

140

160

Family
4 persons

smallest is for one person, the Family edition

Sleeping capacity

1 person

2 persons

3 persons

offers sleeping space for four persons.

Sleeping footprint

110 x 210 cm

140 x 250 cm

160 x 250 cm 200 x 250 cm

Weight (incl. ladder)

50 kg

57 kg

61 kg

For detailed information about the Sheepie® Yuna roof tent and available accessories,
visit your nearest Sheepie® dealer or go to www.sheepie.com.

77 kg

